Solution Brief

Dynamic Data Protection Solutions:
Achieve Levels 1-5 CMMC

Introduction
Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification has been designed
from the ground up to be a risk-based framework, with five
increasing levels of maturity that are tailored to the level of risk
posed. The levels range from basic cyber hygiene (1-2) to advanced
security operations (3-5). For a company to bid an opportunity,
they will need to demonstrate compliance to the appropriate level
and undergo a third-party audit to validate their compliance.
There are a few vendors that can provide solutions to achieve levels
1-2 certification—the most basic levels. However, Forcepoint’s
Dynamic Data Protection solution enables agencies to achieve
certification levels 1-5.
The most difficult level to achieve certification is level five of the
CMMC. This requires contractors to have sophisticated protocols
for access control, incident response, and system and information
integrity. In addition to providing solutions to get companies levels
1-4 certified, Forcepoint Dynamic Data Protection is an operationally
proven, mature solution developed from the ground up to “monitor
individuals and system components on an ongoing basis for
anomalous or suspicious behavior” to meet the CMMC SI.5.223
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level 5 certification requirement. Forcepoint Dynamic Data
Protection integrates behavior-centric analytics with data
protection tools, allowing you to prioritize high-risk activity and
automate policies to protect data in near real-time, providing
the highest security with the greatest end-user productivity.

Risk-adaptive security driven by analytics
At the forefront of delivering adaptive security, behavior-centric
analytics ingests data from traditional security systems and nontraditional data sources, and then combines them for a richer
picture of context around the end users within an organization.
By fusing data from data loss prevention (DLP) with that of other
organizational sources (e.g., HR, travel logs, email, and chat
communication), you get a more informed contextual picture of
behavior to quickly identify anomalies within that picture.
Using this context, analytics directs enforcement toolsets to adapt
policies automatically based on changes in risk levels, providing
risk-adaptive security to your organization. Risk-adaptive security
automatically responds to risk and adapts policies down to an
individual user level—controlling data and access on-premises,
on endpoints, and in the cloud.
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Working hand-in-hand with U.S. Government agencies, Forcepoint’s Dynamic Data Protection
enables companies to achieve 1-5 CMMC.
CERTIFICATION NUMBER

CMMC REQUIREMENTS

FORCEPOINT

LEVEL 5

SI.5.223

Monitor individuals and system components on an ongoing basis for anomalous
or suspicious behavior.

SC.5.198

Configure monitoring systems to record packets passing through the
organization’s Internet network boundaries and other organizationally
defined boundaries.

SC.5.230

Enforce port and protocol compliance.

LEVEL 4

AC.4.023

Control information flows between security domains on connected systems.

AC.4.032

Restrict remote network access based on organizationally defined risk factors such
as time of day, location of access, physical location, network connection state, and
measured properties of the current user and role.

SC.4.197

Employ physical and logical isolation techniques in the system and security
architecture and/or where deemed appropriate by the organization.

SC.4.199

Utilize threat intelligence to proactively block DNS requests from reaching
malicious domains.

SC.4.202

Employ mechanisms to analyze executable code and scripts traversing internal
network boundaries to other organizationally defined boundaries.

SC.4.228

Isolate administration of organizationally defined high- value critical network
infrastructure components and servers.

SC.4.229

Utilize a URL categorization service and implement technique to enforce URL
filtering of websites that are not approved by the organization.

SC.4.197

Employ physical and logical isolation techniques in the system and security
architecture and/or where deemed appropriate by the organization.

LEVEL 3

AC.3.014

Employ cryptographic mechanisms to protect the confidentiality of remote
access sessions.

AC.3.021

Authorize remote execution of privileged commands and remote access to
security-relevant information.

SC.3.175

Monitor, control, and protect organizational communications (i.e., information
transmitted or received by organizational information systems) at the external
boundaries and key internal boundaries of the information systems.

SC.3.182

Prevent unauthorized and unintended information transfer via shared
system resources.
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CERTIFICATION NUMBER

CMMC REQUIREMENTS

SC.3.183

Deny network communications traffic by default and allow network
communications traffic by exception (i.e., deny all, permit by exception).

SC.3.185

Implement cryptographic mechanisms to prevent unauthorized disclosure of CUI
during transmission unless otherwise protected by alternative physical safeguards.

SC.3.186

Terminate network connections associated with communications sessions at the
end of the sessions or after a defined period of inactivity.

SC.3.188

Control and monitor the use of mobile code.

SC.3.190

Protect the authenticity of communications sessions.

SC.3.192

Implement DNS filtering services.

FORCEPOINT

LEVEL 2

AC.2.013

Monitor and control remote access sessions.

AC.2.015

Route remote access via managed access control points.

AC.2.016

Control the flow of CUI in accordance with approved authorizations.

AC.2.013

Monitor and control remote access sessions.

LEVEL 1

AC.1.003

Verify and control/limit connections to and use of external information systems.

With intelligent analytics, unified policy management, and automation at its core, only Forcepoint can provide the end-to-end,
behavior-centric security architecture required for CMMC levels 1-5. Don’t settle for any vendor that can’t provide capabilities
for every level of CMMC.
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